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DSU SAMPLE ENTRANCE TEST
Instructions





Actual test is conducted ONLINE
Test Duration is 2 HOURS
There is NO NEGATIVE MARKING
Questions on the test are arranged in mixed fashion i.e. there are NO SEPARATE
SECTIONS. However, the number of each category will be as follows:
English: 60 Questions
Math: 20 Questions
Analytical Reasoning: 20 Questions





Students can navigate back and forth between questions during the ONLINE TEST.
Students will be provided a Pencil and Blank Sheet of Paper for doing rough work during
the ONLINE TEST.
Students are NOT ALLOWED to take the rough work sheet with them after the test.

ENGLISH
Q1.

Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow.

For the past fifty years, whatever has been done for the cause of progress and good against absolute
governments and heredity aristocracies has been done in the name of the Rights of Man; in the name of
liberty as the means, and of well-being as the object of existence. All the acts of the French Revolution
and the revolutions which followed and imitated it were consequences of the Declaration of the Rights of
Man. All the revolutionary schools preached that man is born for happiness, that he has the right to seek it
by all the means in his power, that no one has the right to impede him in this search, and that he has the
right of overthrowing all the obstacles which he may encounter on his path. When all barriers are torn
down, man will be free. And nevertheless, in these past fifty years, the sources of social wealth and the
sum of material blessings have steadily increased. Production has doubled. Commerce and continual
crisis, inevitable n the utter lack of organization, have acquired a greater force of activity and a wider
sphere for its operations. Communication has almost everywhere been made secure and rapid, and the
price of commodities has fallen in consequence of the diminished cost of transport.
As stated in this passage, the Declaration of the Rights of Man had success in
(A) establishing absolute governments
(B) prompting the French Revolution
(C) stopping all revolutions after the French Revolution
(D) building up heredity aristocracies
(E) preventing the cause of progress and good against absolute governments

Q2. According to the information in this passage, when people have achieved the right to seek
happiness and to overthrow all obstacles in their path to happiness.
(A) poverty was abolished
(B) a utopia was achieved
(C) the aristocracy was overthrown
(D) liberty was achieved
(E) liberty, equality, and fraternity reigned
Q3. According to this passage, decreases in the cost of merchandise resulted from
(A) increases in the amount of available labor
(B) equal division in the consumption of material goods
(C) decreases in costs of movement of goods

(D) morelaborers becoming merchants
(E) better rapport between capital and labor

Love is necessary to righting the estate of woman in this world. Otherwise nature itself seems to be in
conspiracy against her dignity and welfare; for the cultivated, high-thoughted, beauty-loving, saintly
woman finds herself unconsciously desired for her sex, and even enhancing the appetite of her savage
pursuers by these fine ornaments she has piously laid on herself. She finds with indignation that she is
herself a snare, and was made such. I do not wonder at her occasional protest, violent protest, against
nature, in fleeing to nunneries, and taking black veils. Love rights all this deep wrong.
Q4. The author‟s attitude toward women can best be described as one of
A. admiration.
B. suspicion.
C. incredulity.
D. condescension.
E. understanding.

Q5. Sans love, what does the author purport to be the state of woman in this world?
A. in a piteous state with little alternative but to be sought for her pleasures
B. held in lofty esteem adorned much by nature with a raw beauty
C. a bobble to be greatly appreciated and gifted beyond compare
D. a conduit of pleasure greatly sought particularly as a result of her own adornment
E. a soul without indignation and a snare of such prowess as to catch any suitor

Q6. According to the passage, plausible remedies to ward off being sought only for pleasure include
A. marrying to gain a rightly estate as warranted by nature.
B. aligning herself with the cultivated, dignified, and well-thought-of man.
C. removing herself to a place where men are unwelcome.
D. adorning herself with ornaments piously laid on herself.

E. making a pact with nature to lessen the adornments and ornaments given by her.
Q7. The phrase, “savage pursuers,” in line 3 refers to
A. men who would provide love and stability.
B. jealous women who desire to be more beautiful.
C. potential suitors who would provide wealth and happiness.
D. men who don’t easily give up once they discover the woman they love.
E. men who would not provide love and strip her of dignity.

To set down such choice experiences that my own writings may inspire me and at last I may make wholes
of parts. Certainly it is a distinct profession to rescue from oblivion and to fix the sentiments and thoughts
which visit all men more or less generally, that the contemplation of the unfinished picture may suggest
its harmonious completion. Associate reverently and as much as you can with your loftiest thoughts. Each
thought that is welcomed and recorded is a nest egg, by the side of which more will be laid. Thoughts
accidentally thrown together become a frame in which more may be developed and exhibited. Perhaps
this is the main value of a habit of writing, of keeping a journal—that so we remember our best hours and
stimulate ourselves. My thoughts are my company. They have a certain individuality and separate
existence, aye, personality. Having by chance recorded a few disconnected thoughts and then brought
them into juxtaposition, they suggest a whole new field in which it was possible to labor and to think.
Thought begat thought.

Q8. The purpose of this passage is
A. to provide a rationale for the thought process.
B. to establish a reason for thinking and the self-service thinking provides.
C. to evidence that thinking is a reward unto itself.
D. to herald the writing of thoughts.
E. to instruct on how to capture thoughts on paper.

Q9. During the course of the passage, the author

A. provides a rationale for his writing as stimulating thought.
B. suggests that all men should keep a journal to aide them in thinking.
C. admonishes thinkers to write in order to become inspired.
D. praises random thoughts as a beginning of writing.

E. informs that the only way to develop thought is to think.
Q10. In line (2), to what does the author wish to “rescue from oblivion?”
A. the experiences of sitting and relaxing to think about historical thoughts
B. the opportunity to write thoughts which may finalize the completion of thought
C. the time to labor at thinking about life and planning future movements
D. the time to remember lofty accomplishments and think upon improving them
E. the reasoning of time as it passes and to remember to complete unfinished plans

Select the word or phrase whose meaning is closest to theword in capital letters.

Q11. CALLOUS
A .extraordinary
B .insensitive
C .tolling
D .playful
E .generous
Q12. RELENTLESS
A .wizened
B .temporary
C .extracurricular
D .impermanent
E .endless
Q13. INEXORABLY
A .all-present
B .visionary
C .prescient
D .unstoppably
E .relaxed
Q14. PROPHETIC
A .visionary
B .quantifiable
C .extraordinary
D .ceaseless
E .extraterrestrial

Q15. REMOTE
A .chaos
B .turmoil
C .bedlam
D .anarchy

E .far away
Q16. MAYHEM
A .pandemonium
B .triumvirate
C .ostracism
D .prominence
E .impending
Q17. CEASING
A .turning white
B .requiting
C .relenting
D .reciprocating
E .tolling
Q18. CONVALESCE
A .become ill
B .quantify
C .recuperate
D .ostracize
E .blanch

Q19. OBSCURE
A .blanched
B .trivial
C .recondite
D .ostracized
E .uncanny
Q20. VIRTUE
A .righteousness
B .mayhem
C .chaos
D .bedlam
E .pandemonium
Q21. FURTIVELY
A .virtuously
B .ravenously
C .voraciously
D .covertly
E .rapaciously
Q22. RAVENOUS
A .remote
B .famished
C .chafing
D .moot
E .sadistic

Q23. DEVOID
A .authoritative
B .imperious
C .masochistic
D .empty
E .brief
Q24. THWARTED
A .prevented
B .qualified
C .mitigated
D .tempered
E .gluttonous
Q25. INDECIPHERABLE
A .chafing
B .unreadable
C .prehistoric
D .virtuous
E .averse
Q26. ABSOLUTE
A .total
B .furtive
C .covert
D .clandestine
E .surreptitious
Analogies: Select the answer choice that best completes the meaning of the sentence.

Q27. Callous is to insensitive as
A .wizened is to tall
B .extraordinary is to simple
C .quantifiable is to limitless
D .prophetic is to visionary
E .relentless is to timid
Q28. Incessant is to constant as
A .prescient is to prophetic
B .kind is to callous
C .quantifiable is to detested
D .extrasensory is to immortal
E .toll is to vampire
Q29. Blanching is to white as
A .trivializing is to important
B .reverie is to convalescing
C .mimicking is to articulated
D .quantifying is to inexorable

E .convalescing is to healed

Q30. Remote is to near as
A .trio is to quartet
B .reverie is to thoughts
C .anarchy is to order
D .moot is to uncertain
E .fickle is to capricious
Q31. Aversion is to animosity as
A .obscure is to microscopic
B .chafing is to relaxed
C .disinclination is to antipathy
D .prehistoric is to new
E .remote is to near
Q32. Evil is to rectitude as
A .prominence is to fame
B .chaos is to order
C .impasse is to dead end
D .capriciousness is to fickleness
E .sadism is to cruelty
Q33. Absolute is to conditional as
A .indecipherable is to inscrutable
B .deity is to goddess
C .brevity is to lengthiness
D .vampire is to werewolf
E .thwart is to prevent
Q34. Authoritative is to commanding as
A .masochistic is to moot
B .imperious is to bossy
C .ceasing is to beginning
D .remote is to near
E .uncanny is to ordinary

Sentence Completions: Choose the word or words that, when inserted in the sentence, best fits the
meaning of the sentence as a whole.
Q35. The governor warned that if the tax was levied on the colonists, ________ and possibly
rebellion would ensue and all laws aimed at keeping order would be ________.
A .mayhem . . reciprocated
B .anarchy . . contingent
C .reverie . . trivial
D .chaos . . moot
E .sadism . . extraordinary

Q36. Julius Caesar led the famous Roman First Triumvirate and conquered distant lands
stretching far north into________ areas of Gaul and Britain.
A .remote
B .blanched
C .ostracized
D .uncanny
E .prominent
Q37. The team progressed ________ toward the goal; the defense could do nothing to stop them
from scoring.
A .quantifiably
B .wisely
C .inexorably
D .extraordinarily
E .prophetically
Q38. The wizened sage was known for her ________ visions; villagers came from all over seeking
her predictions and advice.
A .relentless
B .prophetic
C .incessant
D .wrinkled
E .false
Q39. Walking ________ past the basilisk, Diego made sure to remain unseen and unheard.
A .obscurely
B .prehistorically
C .virtuously
D .ravenously
E .stealthily
Q40. Felicia had a(n) ________ to caraway seeds and carefully avoided all recipes that used them.
A .contingency
B .eventuality
C .tribute
D .aversion
E .impasse
Q41. More ________ than any previous teacher, Mr. Capazzic on ducted the study hall with
________ discipline, intolerant of disobedience or disorder of any kind.
A .devoid . . complete
B .authoritative . .absolute
C .imperious . . thwarted
D .masochistic . . total
E .indecipherable . . brief

Q42. Jamal believed that the song was not ________ of meaning, but actually full of hidden
messages.
A .ravenous
B .voracious
C .insatiable
D .rapacious
E .devoid

Replace the underlined word(s) with the word or phrase that is grammatically correct. If the sentence is
correct as is, choose a.
Q43. The book had a frighteningly and unhappy ending.
a. correct as is
b. a frighteningly and unhappily ending.
c. an ending that was frightening and unhappily.
d. a frightening and unhappy ending.
e. an ending that was frightening and it was also an unhappy one.

Q44. Since her graduation from business school last spring, Adela has become known as the more
important member of her graduating class.
a. correct as is
b. as the most important
c. as the most importantly
d. as the more importantly
e. like the most important
Q45. There wasn‟t nothing that could have been easier.
a. correct as is
b. There was nothing that could have been more easier.
c. Nothing could have been more easier.
d. Nothing couldn’t have been more easy.
e. Nothing could have been easier.
Q46. I was clearly the happiest person in the crowd.
a. correct as is
b. It was clear that I was the happier person in the crowd.
c. Of all the people in the crowd, I was clearly the happier.
d. In the crowd, clearly, I was the happier person.
e. Of all the people in the crowd, clearly, I being the happiest.

Q47. Strip mining, the cheaper method of mining, is controversial because it jeopardizes the
environment.
a. correct as is
b. more cheap
c. most cheapest
d. cheapest
e. more cheaply
Find the sentence that has a mistake in grammar or usage. If you find no mistakes, mark choice „d‟.

Q48. a. The steam rose up from the hot pavement.
b. She put the kitten down carefully beside its mom.
c. Neither of us is going to the party.
d. no mistakes
Q49. a. The lost dog wandered sad through the streets.
b. Frustrated, Boris threw his pencil across the room.
c. We’ll stop at their house first.
d. no mistakes
Choose the sentence that best combines the original two sentences.
Q50. The airport is called the Glynco Jetport. The airline reservations and travel systems refer to
its location as Brunswick, Georgia.
a. Where the airport is called the Glynco Jetport, the airline reservations and travel systems refer to the
location as Brunswick, Georgia.
b. But the airport is called the Glynco Jetport, the airline reservations and travel systems refer to the
location as Brunswick, Georgia.
c. Even though the airline reservations and travel systems refer to the location as Brunswick, Georgia, the
airport is called the Glynco Jetport.
d. When the airport is called the Glynco Jetport, the airline reservations refer to the location as
Brunswick, Georgia, and the travel systems.
Q51. Recently there have been government cut backs in funds. Experts foresee steady hiring in the
government‟s future.
a. Despite recent government cutbacks in funds, experts foresee steady hiring in the government’s future.
b. Whereupon recent government cutbacks in funds, experts foresee steady hiring in the government’s
future.
c. So that there have been recent government cut backs in funds, experts foresee steady hiring in the
government’s future.

d. Nonetheless, there have been recent government cutbacks in funds, experts foresee steady hiring in the
government’s future.
–47Get a Grip on
Sentence St8
Fill in the blank with the correct verb form.
Q52. On March 15, 2006, the Maywood Recreation Department requested a grant from the state to
rebuild the community center that_____________ in the recent fire.
a. destroys
b. will be destroyed
c. had been destroyed
d. is being destroyed
Q53. We have _____________ more sweets since that wonderful bakery opened down the block.
a. ate
b. been eating
c. been eat
d. eat
Q54. While attempting to _____________ his broken bicycle, Leo Donner realized that he didn‟t
have the proper tools.
a. be repairing
b. have repaired
c. repair
d. repaired
Q55. _____________ the police immediately.
a. Call
b. Called
c. Been calling
d. To call
Q56. The biggest problem with Martha‟s garden_____________ too many weeds.
a. will have been
b. were
c. will have
d. was
Q57. Last week, Tracy and Shane were honored at a luncheon for their part in rescuing a child who
_____________ into an icy pond.
a. falls
b. would fall
c. had fallen
d. has fallen

Q58. The woman who confronted the owner of the unleashed dog _____________ angry.
a. were
b. was
c. are
d. have been
Q59. The boy _____________ the bat and ran to first base as fast as he could.
a. swings
b. swinged
c. swung
d. swing
Q60. There _____________ four excellent restaurants in the center of town.
a. is
b. are
c. was
d. being

MATH
Q (1).The perimeter of a triangle is 240. Its sides are proportional to 3:4:5. The largest side of the
triangle is
(A) 80
(B) 120
(C) 60
(D) 100
(E) None of these
Q (2).The width of a triangle is 6 cm less than its length. If its perimeter is 80 cm then its lengths (in
cm) and area (in cm²) are respectively
(A) 16,351
(B) 23,391
(C) 17,391
(D) 20,341
(E) None of these
Q (3). Area of a circle of diameter is 100 square inches. The area of another circle of radius d is
(A) 200 square inches
(B) 100 square inches
(C) 400 square inches
(D) 25 square inches
(E) None of these

Q (4). A shop was sold for Rs. 3,000,000 by an agent who received a commission of 2.5%. How
much commission did he receive?
(A) 30,000
(B) 750,000
(C) 7,500
(D) 75,000
(E) None of these.
Q (5). How long will it take Jafar and Kadir working together to cultivate a filed which Jafar can
cultivate alone in three hours and Kadir alone in six hours?
(A) Two hours
(B) Four hours
(C) Eight hours
(D) None of these
Q (6). If y⁻⁴ = 256 then y will be
(A) -4
(B) ¼
(C) 4
(D) 1/256
(E) None of these
Q (7). If y + 1/y = 4, then y² + 1/y² is
(A) 16
(B) 2
(C) 4
(D) 14
(E) None of these
Q (8). Tickets numbered 1 to 20 are mixed up and then a ticket is drawn at random. What is the
probability that the ticket drawn has a number which is a multiple of 3 or 5?
2

(A) 5

1

(B) 2
8

(C)15
9

(D)20
Q (9). 39 persons repair a road in 12 days, working 5 hours a day. In how many days will 30
persons, working 6 hours a day, complete the work?
(A) 10
(B) 13
(C) 14
(D) 15

Q (10). A fort had a provision of food for 150 men for 45 days. After 10 days, 25 men left the fort.
The number of days for which the remaining food will last, is.
1
5
1
37 4

(A) 29
(B)

(C) 42
(D) 54
Q (11). Two dice are tossed. The probability that score is a prime number is.
1

(A) 6

5
12
1
(C)
2
7
(D) 9

(B)

Q (12). Two numbers A and B are such that the sum of 5% of A and 4% of B is two-third of the
sum of 6% of A and 8% of B. Find the ration of A:B.
(A) 2:1
(B) 1:2
(C) 1:1
(D) 4:3
Q (13). The population of town is increased from 1,75,000 to 2,62,500 in a decade. What is the
average percentage increase of population per year?
(A) 4%
(B) 6%
(C) 5%
(D) 50%
𝟑
𝟓

Q (14). Of the following fractions, which is less than ?
A) 4/5
(B) 6/5
(C) 31/15
(D) 6/11
(E) None of these
Q (15). If (w + 3) (2x – a) = bw² - w + 3c, then the value of a – b + c will be
(A) 7
(B) 8
(C) -9
(D) -7
(E) -2

Q (16). The highest common factor of 112, 64 and 96 is
(A) 8
(B) 16
(C) 32
(D) 64
(E) None of these
Q (17). What is the smallest integer u, for which 5u >625
(A) 3
(B) 4
(C) 5
(D) 6
(E) None of these
Q (18). When n is divided by 12, the remainder is 6. What is the answer when n is divided by 6?
(A) 0
(B) 1
(C) 2
(D) 3
(E) None of them
Q (19). The solution set of the following pair of linear equations is x + 2y = 6; x – y = 9:
(A) {(6, 0)}
(B) {(0, 3)}
(C) {(8, -1)}
(D) {(9, -1)}
(E) None of these
Q (20). The grades of Javed in nine monthly tests were 58, 56, 58, 64, 80, 56, 90, 80. The mode of his
grades is:
(A) 58
(B) 80
(C) 65
(D) 90
(E) None of these

Analytical Reasoning
S.NO

QUESTIONS

1.

What is the missing letter in this series:
a c e ? i
i.
F
ii.
G
iii. H
iv.
J

2.

What is the missing letter in this series:
h g ? e d
i.
A
ii.
B
iii. C
iv.
F
v.
I

3.

What is the missing letter in this series:
a a b b ? c
i.
A
ii.
B
iii. D
iv.
E
v.
C
What is the missing number?
45/9 = 12 - ?
i.
5
ii.
6
iii. 7
iv.
8

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

6 11 21 36 56 81 ?
i.
101
ii.
111
iii. 109
iv.
108

10. 125,80,45,20,?
i.
5
ii.
8
iii. 10
iv.
12
11. 3 5 8 13 21 ?
i.
32
ii.
34
iii. 36
iv.
38
v.
40
12. 25 36 49 64
i.
121
ii.
144
iii. 169
iv.
225
13.

81

100 ?

14. 1 6 16 31 51 76 ?
i.
105
ii.
104
iii. 106
iv.
107
15.

16. If NEW YORK can be encrypted as PGYAQTM, how can you code the word CHARLOTTE?
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

17.

18.

19.

EICSNPVVG
EJCTNQVVG
EICTNPVVF
EJCSMPVVG

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

62
65
66
58
51

20.

